Abstract A mechanical part to tolerance is traditionally expressed as a [Min Max] interval which allows the definition of the conformity of the characteristic. Inertial tolerancing offers a new point of view of the conformity based on the mean square deviation to the target. This article demonstrates the efficiency of inertial tolerancing and proposes a comparison with the traditional tolerancing method in the case of watch making micro assembly.
Introduction
The functional quality of a mechanical assembly is often a direct function of a functional clearance. In assemblies of watch making, this clearance results from the combination of several elementary components. In micro-assembly, tolerances are very tight with regard to the dimensions, and the yields of these assemblies are often weak. Moreover, in the case of the assembly of a bridge on the main plate, the same assembly must satisfy several clearances (Fig 1) . The statistical combination of several clearances having a weak yield leads to an extremely weak global assembly yield. That results in numerous and expensive final improvements. [1] To increase the yield (Manufacturing and assembly), different tolerancing methods are available, notably the worst case and statistical tolerancing methods. The worst-case method favours the assembly yield to the detriment of the manufacturing yield. Theoretically by this approach, if tolerances are respected, the assembly yield must be 100%. Unfortunately though such tolerances are not compatible with the production and control means currently available. Statistical tolerancing introduced by Evans [9] through his state of the art could appear to be a solution. The statistical tolerancing method allows an important widening of the tolerances, but does not guarantee the conformity of the assembly. [2] [3] [13] . Graves [10] warns us against five fails of the statistical tolerancing limit and proposes some precautions at the time of statistical tolerancing design. But even with these precautions, statistical tolerancing remains dangerous.
Inertial tolerancing [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] proposes an alternative to the traditional methods, making it possible to obtain good yield at the same time in assembly and production. Tolerance does not define an interval but the maximum mean square deviation compared to the target (Equation 1). This new expression of the tolerance has many advantages. It makes it possible to increase variability in production while guaranteeing the functional clearance. This characteristic is particularly interesting in the complex case of the assembly of micromechanical parts. We propose to study the application of inertial tolerancing in the case of an assembly of a bridge on a main plate (Fig. 1) . This assembly comprises k wheels (k generally lying between 2 and 5), each wheel clearance implying a chain of n components (n generally lying between 3 and 5).
Assumptions:
• The component count c is identical for each wheel • The functional clearance is identical for each wheel equal to ± t • In the case of a centred production, we wish to obtain a capability index Cp = 
Calculation of inertial tolerance for each component
Several approaches can be considered to calculate the inertial tolerance according to the assumptions of capability, and respect of the centering on the target. Two approaches were proposed which will be tested on this example.
Classical inertial tolerancing 2. Adjusted inertial tolerancing
We will compare these both approaches with the worst case and statistical tolerancing method for the yield of assembly and the variations authorizsed in production.
Case #1: Classical inertial tolerancing
To calculate the component inertial tolerances (I P ), the assembly distribution is considered centred, six standard deviations (±3σ) contained in the functional tolerance interval (±t). 
The maximum decentring is for Cpk = 1: n t n t n t t
The most unfavourable assembly corresponds to the situation where all decentrings are added [12] . With the assumption of independence we can write: Table 2 . Yield with statistical tolerancing Table 2 shows the risks of the statistical tolerancing method. With a Cp = 2 on each component and Cpk = 1, as soon as there are 4 wheels in the mechanism the yield of the assembly can be close to zero although the individual yield of each component is 0.9973.
In the case of inertial tolerancing the worst yield is equal to 0.919 (k=5 and n = 4) for the same widening of the production spread in the centred case as statistical tolerances.
Case #3 -Adjusted inertial tolerancing
Adragna [11] showed that it is possible to calculate inertia on each component in order to guarantee an yield of the final assembly.
Adragna proposed an inertial adjusted coefficient (I C ) in order to guarantee that the assembly Cpk index will never be lower that a Cpk Min value. The I C coefficient is calculated by the simple following relation: In our application we want to guarantee in all cases the assembly yield greater that 0.997 (Cpk min = 1)
With the assumption of a capability Cp = 2 and Cpi = 1, the maximum decentring is equal to: The most unfavourable assembly corresponds to the situation where all decentrings are added. With the assumption of independence, we can write:
With a tolerance of ±t on the clearance, the z index is calculated by the relation [10] . The yield is guarantees for each assembly. It is possible also to guarantee the global yield as we will detail it in the end of the article.
Is the situation of this article, yield is better than 0.997. In fact the situation Cp= 2 and Cpi = 1 is not the worst case situation
Discussion
The assembly of micromechanics components often leads to small yield of production and assembly because of the relative importance of the variability. In this context, it is important to choose a tolerancing method able to guarantee the functional specification for the product, but also to give the greatest possible variability for the production.
Worst case tolerances guaranteed the functional specification but is very restrictive for the production Statistical tolerances gives freedom to the production but does not guaranteed a good assembly capability.
We show in this paper through generic example of assembly in watch making the great interest to use inertial tolerances. It guarantees at the same time good assembly capability while leaving the most possible freedom to the production.
